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1) What is Ruby programming language?
Answer: Ruby is a dynamic, reflective, general purpose, open
source programming language that focuses on simplicity and
productivity. Ruby has a mixed features of Perl, small talk, Eiffel,
Ada and Lisp. Ruby was designed to create a new language
which makes a balance with the functionality of Imperative
languages.

2) Who is the developer of Ruby?
Answer: Ruby was designed and developed by Yukihiro "martz"
Matsumoto in mid 1990 in Japan.

3) Why is Ruby known as a language of flexibility?
Answer: Ruby is known as a language of flexibility because it
facilitates its author to alter the programming elements. Some
specific parts of the language can be removed or redefined.

4) What is RubyGems in Ruby programming language?
Answer: RubyGems provides a standard format for distributing
ruby programs and libraries. It works as a package manager for
the Ruby programming language.

5) Explain a case statement in Ruby.
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Answer: In Ruby, we use 'case' instead of 'switch' and 'when'
instead of 'case'. The case statement matches one statement
with multiple conditions just like a switch statement in other
languages.

6) Explain the loop in Ruby.
Answer: Ruby for loop iterates over a specific range of numbers.
Hence, for loop is used if a program has a fixed number of
iterations.
Ruby for loop will execute once for each element in expression.

7) Explain the while loop in Ruby.
Answer: Ruby does while loop iterates a part of the program
several times. In this, the loop will execute at least once because
the do while condition is written at the end.

8) Explain the loop in Ruby.
Answer: Ruby until loop runs until the given condition evaluates
to true. It exits the loop when the condition becomes true. It is
opposite of the while loop.

9) Explain the Ruby object.
Answer: Object is the default root of all Ruby objects. Ruby
objects inherit from BasicObject which allows creating alternate
object hierarchies.

10) Define Ruby methods.



Answer: Ruby method prevents us from writing the same code in
a program again and again. Ruby methods are similar to
functions in other languages.
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